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ABSTRACT
`	 The purpose of this investigation is to evaluate imaging radar as
an adjunct to conventional petroleum exploration techniques, especially
linear mapping.	 Linear features were mapped from several remote sensor
data sources including stereo photography, enhanced Landsat imagery, SLAR
radar imagery, enhanced SAR radar imagery, and SAR radar/Landsat combin-
.	 ations.	 Linear feature maps were compared with surface joint data,
subsurface and geophysical data, and gas production in the Arkansas part
of the Ark-oma basin.
I The best Landsat enhanced product for linear detection is found
to be 	 winter scene, band 7, uniform distribution stretch., Of the
'individual SAR data products, the Vil (cross-polarized) SAR radar mosaic
provides for detection of most linears; however, none of the SAR enhance-
ments is significantly better than the others. 	 Radar/Landsat merges`
may provide better linear detection than a single-sensor mapping triode,
but because of operator variability the results are inconclusive.
Radar/Landsat combinations appear promising -as an optimum linear  mapping
technique, if the advantages and disadvantages of each remote sensor are
considered.
!'
Although interpreters generally agreed on the orientation of major
linear trends, they differed greatly on other parameters, such as total
number, average length, and coincidence of linears. 	 Mapping of relative
concentrations of linears (density) appears to be somewhat less influenced
by operator variabili ty.
In the southern region of the Arkansas Arkoma basin, little
relationship is discernible between surface structure and gas production,
'	
found between
d lin r^ ^	 v ,^1,inor	 ear density as determined from remote sensor data.	 Howeer, 1
the northern Arkoma basin, a positive correlation is found between linear
density and gas production from a high-chert-content carbonate reservoir.
Linear density analysis should not be the single basis for petroleum l
exploration on the northern flank of-the Arkoma basin. 	 Regional and local
structural position and surfacejoint orientation are equally important
data sets to be evaluated in an exploration program.
	
However, the proba-
bility of economic savings in the exploration for fractured reservoirs
in other parts of the work can be ;significant if linear density- maps,
derived from radar and Landsat merges, are used to target prospects for
further geological and geophysical investigations.
vii
Px . INTRODUCTION
The space program has confirmed that most remote sensing
``
	
techniques previously proved useful f;om aircraft altitudes9
have equal or greater value from orbital altitudes. Landsat
imaging systems have been used to demonstrate that earth
k	
observations from space can provide valuable information for
'	 the explora(Lion and management: of energy and mineral resources.
`
	
	
However, even a brief: review of the present state-of-the-art
of earth resource exploration from space shows that an
improvement must be made in spaceborno observing ,and measuring
techniques. Present remote sensor technology for geologic
exploration is simply inadequate to aid in the discovery of
sufficient new reserves to satisfy the accelerating demand
for petroleum and .natural gas. NASA has recognized this
fact and several satellites and space missions are being
readied for launch during the next few years to take advantage
of now sensor technology. New sensors are being designed
that are adapted more specifically to the earth resources
applications. Spaceborne microwave systems appear to have
immediate application for geologic mapping.
During the past two decades the petroleum industry has
shown increasing interest in fractured reservoirs because
many of the world's oil and gas fields have reservoirs in
which porosity and, perhaps more important, permeability
,Z
are fracture controlled. Knowledge of fracture control in
a reservoir not only aids the primary recovery of hydrocarbons
but also guides the design of well stimulation and enhanced
recovery programs. Because fractures are commonly
propagated upward and reflected at the earth's surface as
subtle linears, detection of these surface features is
extremely important in many Phases of petroleum exploration
and development.
As an adjunct to field investigatiGns, various remote
sensor techniques have been used for fracture analysis and
geologic reconnaissance surveys. Photography has been the
most useful. surrey syptem because its application has been
refined, and a great number of people are experienced in
x	 analyzing the images obtained. From the vantage point of
the aerial camera, geologists have been able to obtain fracture
information that is not readily discerned from the ground.
However, within the last decade, a variety of more
sophisticated remote sensors have been used in geologic
studies. More recently, Landsat satellites have provided
the impetus for renewed interest in linear tectonics
-	 t
Very little research has been devoted to assessing the
.	 geologic linear mapping capability of radar imagers, though
such mapping has received considerable attention in relation
k'
to visible and near-visible spectrum sensors. The linear
mapping potential of multifrequency imaging radars from
satellites appears to be very promisincj for petroleum''	 r
2	 _
0
exploration, especially in the United States. Active remote
sensors such as mult.frequency imaging radars now are being
recognized as the next logicral aid orb .^ps the most
sophisticated sensor package to be plaoad in space. These
I
	
microwave remote sensors could have a significant impact
on petroleum exploration in the next decade.
To document the utility of microwrti •,e analysis for
petroleum exploration, the Arkansas part of the nrkoma
F
f basin was selected as a prime teat si te.	 The research plan
i included comparison of aircraft microwave imagery, stereo
photography, and Landsat imagery in an area where significant
p subsurface borehole geophysical data were available. 	 The
test site provides c t 'rtramti.ng rock typos and structures in
an area where surfarre cover includes, cropland and deciduous,
coniferous,$ and mixed forest types.	 There is little
discernible relat^onship'`between structure and gas production
in the area, and,stratigraphic entrapment appears to be the
`	 primary factor illfluenci.ng the presence of gas.
Space imaging radar systems will provide the longest
wavelengths of the family of instruments used for sensing
the electromagnetic radiation reflected or emitted from the
earth's surface.	 These microwave systems should yield
unique terrain data to facilitate geologic interpretation
and thus will provide an important new technique for petroleum
a
exploration.	 In anticipation of Space Shuttle programs for
the 1980s, radar systems, should be evaluated as an adjunct
3
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to conventional petroleum exploration techniques, especially
linear-lineament; mapping. Such an evaluation is the overall
objective of the program described in this report.
Subobjectivas include
1) Compilation of linear features maps from appropriate
remote sensor data sets.
2) comparison of linear features maps W'th surface
joint data, subsurface structure and geophysical data, and
gas productivity.
3) Determination of the relationship between remote.
sensor linear proximity and density to gas productivity.
4) Definition of optimum remote sensor data set for
linear enhancement.
5) Evaluation of the role of aporator variability in
linear feature mapping
i
IT. LOCATION AND GEOLOGY Or ARKOMA BASIN
The, test site is in northwestern Arkansas, generally
within a reol.tangl.e bounded by latitudes 35 0 45 1 N and 350071N
and longitudes 99°30'W`and 92°45 1 W, encompassing approximately
11,000 king . It includes all of the major gas fields in the
i Arkansas part of the Arkoma basin. The Arkoma basin is an
arcuate structural trough 900 km long extending cast-west
across central Arkansas and northeast-southwest in eastern
Oklahoma (rig. 1)	 The basin is typified by imbricate thrust
dfaults in the south and normal faults, ,unoc.lanes, an
rl
east-west-trending anticlines and synclines in the north'.
Figure I. Logat ion of Arkoma basin.,
The Arkoma basin ranges in width front 32 to 70 km measured
from north to south. It is bounded on the north by the
northern Arkansasstzu.-tural platform and on the south by
the Ouachita Mountains (Fig. 2) i
The nort=hern Arkansas structural platform, composed of a
 
strata of Mississa. Sian' and Pennsyl.
essentially hor izontal	 ^
vanian age, trends generally east-west across northwestern
Arkansas. Structural features Of the platform include low
amplitude east-west-trending folds, northeast-southwest-
trending novmal faults, and east-west-trending faults alone
the southern margin. Other n, ominent features of the platform
are a series Ce regional northeast-southwest-trending
topographic lineaments (aligned straight stream valley
x^	
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segments) which, on the west, are coincident in part with
,x
mapped normal, faults (Fig. 3) .
The Ouachita Mountain fold belt, which,is south of the
nr) oma basin, is characterized by contorted imbricate:
thrust plates, intense folding with thrust faults, moderate
folding without thrust .faults, and gentle folding (Diggs,
F	 1.961),.
All.. rocks exposed within the test site are of early
and middle Pennsylvanian age and are within the Atokan,
Des Moinesian, and Morrowan Seri.os. The Atoka rormation of
the Atokan Series i s essentially a :sandstone, si.l.t:st;.one,
► 	 and shale sequence and compri ses 95 percent of the surface
1
exposures within the test site. In tho subsur face at leastr	 c	 ^
35 different: gas Ibearing zones have been recognized, rang :d
in age from early Pennsylvanian to late Ordovician; however,
tho principal. gas-bearing zones are sandstone, units within
the Atoka Voa;mation.
Although much of the earl drilling and productionR	 X	 g	 I. 
(early 1900s) was associated with surf ace-expressod structural.
traps (anticlines), more recent drilling and subsurface
x	 studies provide evidence_ that:, at least for the Atoka
gas-bearing zones in the central part of the Arkansas part
of the Arkoma basin, there is little ,discernible relationship
between structure and gas production. Variation in porosity
and permeability, i.e., stratigraphic entrapment t appears
a
to be the primary factor influencing the presence of gas.
'	 Structure is gnmerall.y of only secondary importance,
^r	
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The Arkoma basin is essentially a dry gas province (no
liquid hydrocarbons associated with gas production), the
gas being composed of approximately 95 percent methane by
volume. At Cie end of 1978, there were 71 gas fields In
the Arkansas part of the * Arkoma basin. During 1978,
89, 373, 839 IMCFG (1000 cubic 	 of gas) was produced from
t	 an estimated reserve of 1,542,769,839 MCVG (Ar):ansas Annual.
4	
'
Oil and Geis Report, 1978) .
I 111. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
a
A.	 Linear Terminology
k
n
Fracture v, fracture traces, microfract V;-ros, , pieso-	 G
fractures, macro fractures, megaJoi.nt s lineations, linears,
and lineaments are some of the names given to naturally
occurring, straight--line, al.igninq features observable by
remote sensing. Many investigators have classified linear
features according to their length (Blanchet,' 1957; Lattman,
1958; IIaman, 1961,; Hoppin, 1974; Johnson, 1974). These	 1
investigators found that the'relatively long linear features
are regionally significant whereas the relatively short
r	 ^^I features are more closely related to local, conditions.
Blanchet (1957), describes fractures as "generally
abundant, na.turzal lineations discernible on aerial	 j
a
photographs." Fracture traces are defined lzy Lattman (195£3)
i
as natural linear features that have less than 1.6 km_
continuous expression. Lattman ,terms`fractures longer
than 1.6 km "lineaments." Raman (1.961) uses the term
9
h'
	
	
"microfracture" to describe Linear" feature;, less than 3.2 km
long and the term " macrofracture" For features more than
3.2 km lone. Johnson (1974) describes regional lineaments
as relatively long linear features which have been propagated
upward from the basement rock. His boundary or local
lineaments, in contrast:, are relatively short and were
generated by differential compaction alon j the flanks of a
subsurface anomaly. Hoppin (1974) differentiates between
li.nears anc' lineamon :s: "Linears are single rectilinear
i
elements commonly, but not necessarily, of structural origin.
Lineaments are generally rectilinear lines or zones of
structural discordance of regional. (100 km or Longer)
extent."
i An excellent terminological reappraisal of lineaments
and linears is provided_, by O'Leary et al. (1976). 'These
t'	 authors suggest that "lineament" be used instead of
"linear" for describing simple or composite linear features.
Werner (1976) similarly summarizes the use and misuse of
r :linear and lineament terminology. He suggests that a linear
is similar to a'fracture trace or lineament that is 	 7
continuous, whereas a lineament can be composed of an
alignment of discrete features and short segments of lines.
The term "linear" is used in, this investigation
because, by definition, it does not apply to composite
features whose parts may be aligned. A linear, as used in
this report and,,inforred from remote sensor data, is a
10
naturally occurring, continuous straight --line features,
regardless of length, which may be manifested as a tonal,
vegetative, stream pattern, or landform alignment. Two
align.al but distinctly soparato linears would be mapped as
two entities (linears) , •having
 
the same azimuth (compass
orientation) and perhaps different lengths.
B.	 Linear Analysis and Geolog ic SignificanceI Since Lho launch of Landsat:. -1 in 1972, cons iderable
interest has boon 9 enerated i.n linear feature tectonics,
especially as related to regional fracture patterns.	 Studios
6 conducted throughout the world have been reported i,n two
International Conferences on New Basement 'tectonics
(Hodgson, 	 1976; and Podwysocki and tarly, 1976) .	 Geologic
applications of fracture, linear, and lineament analyses
8
derived from various remote sensing techniques have had
' varied success.
Mangy► workers involved in geologic remote sensing analyses
would agree that global patterns of regional linear, features
are :elated to pre-existing zones of weakness reflected into
younger sedimentary strata by upward propagation, probably
from the ;basement complex, whereas ` "local" linear features
result from nonregi.onal stress conditions indicative of
i` subsurface discontinuities 	 (Blanchet, 1957; Mollard, 1957;
i
Hodgson, ,1961a,b; Webber,	 1967; Wise,	 1968,	 1969;	 Rumsey,
1971; Haman, 1972; Johnson, 1979; Kowalik,and Gold, 1975;
i
J..1.
a_.	 _	 ..	 ..
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Sanders and hicks, 1976). Sindlarl,y, most structural remote
sensing studies reveal that linear features are commonly
associated with zones of increased joint or fracture
concentration (Hobbs# 191l; Lattman, 1958; T'iattmtan and
Matzki, 1961 Lattrman and Parivek, 1.964; Qverbey of al o f
1974). The degree of success and geologic uti;^ity of remote
sensor linear feature analysis, however is, a subject of
considerable debate. Practure trace, linear, And lineament:
analyses for groundwater exploration have been moderately
successfa.l. in specific geologic environments. Significantly
greater yields were obtained from water wells located in
R	 proximity to linear features mapped from remote sensor data
(Lati:m n and Parizek, 1964; Setter, 1966; Sonderegger, 1970;	 {
i S'iddiqui. and Paxizek; 1971; Moore, 1976) . However, not all
hydrologic studies produced positive correlation be tween
1	 linear features and water yields (Whitosides, 1971 Ogden,
1976)
Several articles have outlined the importance of
recognizing linear features as a possible petroleum
prospect.ilig tool. however, the success or failure rates of
actually using features identified by remote sensing
teclani,ques is an exploration program have not been. well
documented. Saunders and Hicks (1:976) provide a summary
of articles showing the importance of wrench faults in
creating potential petroleum traps. These authors suggest
the application of satellite lineaments in prospecting for
12
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concealed wrench faults or other basement faults which may
control massive reef growth. Attempts to predict petroleum
bearing rock fractures from surface linear feature analysis
have had mixed success. Some authors (Overbey and Rough,
1971; Alpay, 1973) suggest that linear feature analysis used
in conjunction with joint strike measurements and borehole
data can provide significant information on the orientation
of natural fractures in a reservoir. The , mapping of linear
features has been shown to be helpful in exploration for
some fracture reservoirs (Rumsey and Gelnett, 1976; Ryan,
1976; Zirk and Lahoda, 1978). However, other authors support
the contention that although linear feature analysis may
serve at least partially to predict- subsurface fracture
orientation) the additional step of predicting a relationship
between petroleum production and proximity to subsurface
fractures is less certain (Overbey et al., 1974; Werner,
1978). Jones and Rauch (1978) and Beebe and Rauch (1979)
give evidence that Landsat lineaments are associated with
low yields from gas wells into Devonian shales, yet short
photolincaments have a positive correlation with high gas
yields. Jackson et al, (1979) could find no basis for the
validity of remote sensing in the exploration for shale g-as
in West Virginia.
Fractures and faults in hydrocarbon-bearing strata have
been recognized as factors affecting migration, accumulation,
and production of hydrocarbons. Carbonate and less permeable
13
sandstone reservoirs are particularly susceptible to
fracturing. Efforts to determine the nature and extent of
subsurface fracture systems and their effect on hydrocarbon
reserves and reservoir flow during production have generally
been unsuccessful. The comploxity of establishing an
acceptable relationship between surface and subsurface
features is presumably due ' in part to operator variability,
different teotonic regimes in various study areas, differences a
in remote sensor data sets, non-standardization of analysis
techniques, marked scale: diffaxe±ncos in imagery data bases,
and probably most importKant, sack of understanding of the
possible origin of the mechanisms responsible for the
observed features (podwysocki and Gold, 1976).
1V. SURFACE JOINT STUDIES
A.	 Data Collection
Joint data were collected at 67 different stations
throughout the 11,000 km 2 study area. In addition to joint;	 i
orientation and frequency, bedrock lithology, thickness,
and inclination were recorded at each station. At most of
the stations the dip or the joints is essentially vertical.
As illustrated in Figure 4 the regional orientation of
surface joints within the study area is generally nearly
north-South and cast:-west; however, deviation from the
regional pattern can be seen at stations 19, 27, 28, 45,
46, and 62,
14
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structures
systematic
not obsery
structures
conditions
were observed on the surfaces
joints (Fig. 6) ; however, pl.ui
cd on the non-systematic joint
are believed to be indicative
(Gramberg, 1966).
Tile characteristic two sets of orthogonally oriented
joints found at each outcrop are illustrated in figure. S.
one set, composed of straight, through-going joints, is
designated the systematic set; its average orientation is
N10 0 W. The other set, which is more irregular and contains
Joints that commonly terminate against the systematic joints,
is designatod the non -systematic: sot; its average orientation
is N86 0 r. This terminology is modified from that used in
previously published reports by Hodgson (1961a l b) . Plumose
of numerous
nose structures wore
t
surfaces. plumose
of tensional ,stress
r	 B. Fracture System Origins
Many areas such as the Colorado Plateau, `Vint;a basin,	 1
and Piceance Creek basin are characterized by one or more
i
sets of regional orthogonal fracture patterns (Stearns and
`
	
	
Friedman, 1972). Several authors have discussed the possible
origins of regional orthogonal joint or fracture systems
(Blanchet, 1957; Price, 1959; Hodgson, 1961; Gra ►nberg, 1966).
Stearns and Friedman (1972) summarize the various opinions.
Although there is some variation in the trend of the
axial traces of folds along the Ouachita Mountain fold belt
(Fig. 3), the general-east-west trend of folding indicates
16
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Figure 5. Examples or orthogonal jointing in the
Arkuma basin.
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Figure 6. Examples of plumose structures on
systematic joint faces.
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a northerly compressive stress. if this hypothesis is
corroctp the systematic joint. sets in the study area are
oriented parallel with the major Ouachita compression and
the non-systematic joirt sets are oriented perpendicular
to the compressive stresp. This pattern conforms wall with
theoretical models for vertical fracturing presentod by
0
Price (1959) and Gramberq (1966). According to the studies
of Price and Grambergo the stress conditions needed to form
joints similar to those !V the Arkoina basin are
	 (1) vertical
major principal stress, (2) north--south intermediate principal
stress, and (3) cast-west least principal stress.
The basic mechanism for joint formia ll.-ion in the bvkoma
basin is suggested to be tensional stress caused by burial
and later northward 'compression attributable to the Ouachita
orogeny. The theories of Price (1959) and Gramberg (1966)
each require the strata containing the joints , to have been
buried relatively deeply during the compressive phase of the
Ouachita orogelly. According to Diggs (1961), major Ouachita
compression was not active until late Pennsylvanian time.
The thickness of sedimentary rook within the Atoka Formation
(early Pennsylvanian) ranges upward to at least 6,000 m
(Braman, 1968). In some areas where erosion has not yet
taken plaoce the Atoka Formation is overlain by more than
900 ni of younger sedimentary rock. It therefore seems
probable that, at the time of major Ouachiti a compression,
the strata comprising much of the Arkoina basin were subject-ad
18
lto a very great vertical load, sufficient to qualify as a
major principal stress. Obviously, under certain conditions
of extreme Ouachita compression, th y ' major principal stress
may have been reoriented north-south. However, this situation
would have been conducive to the formation of regional,
shear fractures tranding north-northwest and north-northeast
(Price, 1 , 59);  consc,:`(uently, as soon as shear fracturing
occurred, it would have reduced the north-south stress and
restored the ma jor principal stress to vertical.
The evidence indicates that the b asic mechanism for
joint formation in the Arkoma basin was tensional stress
^	 t
'caused by burial and .later northward compression by the
¢	 Ouachita orogeny. Increased pore pressure also may have
helped to initiate fractures by decreasing the effective
stress in all directions, which would have resulted in a
north-south tension fracture perpendicular to the east-west.
I	 least principal stress. In addition, subsequent uplift and
erosion of the Arkoma basin may have generated vertical
tensional fractures as a result of the "residual stresses"
r stored in the rock in the manner described by -?;:ice (1959)
The."non-systematic set of joints may have formed because
of change's in the principal stress orientations resulting
mfrom the formation of systeatic fractures. However, another
fl	 explanation for the non-systematic joints is documented by
Hodgson (1961a),    who statc;s : "Any warping or. bending of the
strata subsequent to the formation of the 'systematic joint
<1
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t
should generate stresses and, consequently, fractures in
the blocks between the joints. The common occurrence of a
right--angle or nearly right-angle juncture between the traces`
of non-systematic and systematic joints .i.ndicatos some
control exerted by the systematic joint on the forces.
producing the non-systematic joint."
i
C. Joint Parameter Analysis
Initial measurements were taken from each joint station	 a
on nine parameters;
(l) Thickness of the bed that contains the measuredjoints (THI:C1:) >
(2) Dip of the beds (DI:P)
(3) Orientation of dip (DIPDIR) .
(4) Lithology of the joint medium (LITH) .
(5) Frequency of the systematic joint set per 30m of
traverse measured perpendicular to the systematic
jointing (SPREQ) .
(6) Frequency of the non-systematic joint set per 30 m
of traverse measured perpendicular to the non-
systematic jointing (NSFRLQ)
(7) orientation of the systematic joint set (SOJUENT)
(8) Orientation of the non-systematic joint set(NSORIlNT) b
(9) Relative stratigraphic position of each joint
station outcrop (ROCKUNIT') . (Older or lower 'rock
"	 units were assigned lower numbers.)
From four of the parameters, numbers 5, G, 7, and 8, three
other-parameters are generated:
(10) Overall averaged' frequency of the systematic and
non-sysmatic sets ("BGREQ).
20
r-
(11) Ratio of the systematic frequency of the non-
systematic frequency (PRCQDIF)
(12) Angle between the systematic and non-systematicF	
seas (ORIENDTP)
r
Each joint station was categorized into one of three
provinces within the study area (Fig. 7) . From north to
soul~h, they are:
Province 1: Area of high relief along the Boston
Mountain escarpment--characterized by
growth faulting and minor folding.
Province 2: Area of low relief between the Boston
Mountain escarpment and the Arkansas
River--characterized by growth faults
and folding.
:E
Province 3: Area south of the Arkansas River —
characterized by intense folding and
some thrust faulting.
h
A correlation coefficient and significance probability
level (a) were generated for each combination of the 12
parameters. A correlation was assumed to be present if a
relationship had a significance probability level greater
than 95 percent (a < .05). Previous investigations have
shown a correlation between joint frequency- and other
'
	
	 parameters such as stress, lithology, or bed thickness
(Price, 19;; 19; Barris ct al., 1960; Knoring, 1965; McQuillan,
1973). Consequently, the relationships of major interest-
in this investigation are between the joint frequency parameters
(SrREQ, NSFRUQ, and AVE RRQ) and the rock parameters (THICKs
LITH, or DIP). DIP is interpreted as an indicator of stress
levels in most instances.
`	 Correlations are found between joint frequency and two
,
other parameters--dip and, more significantly, stratigr_aphic
position. No correlation is found between joint frequency,
and lithology or bed thickness. The dip of the kiwis has
a positive correlation with the ,average joint frequency at
an a level of 0.093. One can infer from this relationship
that the non-systematic joint set has a better correlation
`	 (a	 0.029) with dip than does the systematic set (a = 0.087).
i This relationship supports I.odgson's (1961a) theory that
non-systematic joints are created by the 'bending or warping
of the strata after the formation of the 'systematic joints,
which produces fractures that are usually perpendicular to
the systematic set.
22
aAccording to the joint: origin theo ry of G`ramborg	 (1966) ,
tt
great depth with high confining pressure is characterized
1
by a high frequency of relatively short, regularly spaced
joints.
	
As confining pressure is reduced (i.e., at higher
levels), the joints become less frequency and l.ongor, and
coitmonly are in multi-fracture zones. 	 In this study the t
relative stratigraphic position of each joint station
outcrop shows a negative correlation with joint frequency
('a	 0.012).	 In other words, the joints .frequency increases
j in the lower part of the stratigraphi.c succession. 	 This
finding corresponds to the result predicted by the Grambergg
(1966) model.'
Another relationship of significance is the very good
f
correlation (a = 0.0001) between joint frequencies of the
C	 systematic and non-sy'stoplatic sets.	 This finding implies
that the two sets are probably genetically related. 	 A
r
negative correlation	 (tic = 0.006) between average joint J
i
frequency and province indicates that joint frequency decreases
southward.
	
This finding was not expected because the
r
compressional stress component increases southward. 	 However,
,
"	 joint stations in the southern part of the test site, on the ;s
aver:age,"z,re higher in the str.atigraphic succession than
joint stations iii the north.	 Therefore, the shift in joint
frequency may be due to differences in the stratigrauhic
units` measured, rather than the location of joint stations
within the study area.
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In summary, joints in the Ark-oma basin consist of two
orthogonally oriented sets of vertical joints.
	 One :yet
(syst;ematic)# trending N10 O W, consists of straight, planar,
through going joints.
	 Its origination perpendicular to the
fold axes of the: Ouachita Mountains on the south indicates
that this joint set formed parallel with the major horizontal
comprOSsive stress.
	 Plumose structures on many of those
joints suggest a tonsional. origin.
	 The othor set of joints
(non-systematic) has an average orientation of N860B, and
consists of short and commonly curved joints which cut the
rock between the Systematic joints.
	 The non-systomaLie
Joints probably formed after systematic jointing in response
A	
_
i	 t to subsequent warping of the strata as i.ndIcated by a_
t,
si.gniaficant increase in non-systematic joint frequency, with
j increasing dip.
V.	 LINEAR REMOT , SENSOR ANALYSIS
r
The end points of each linear from primary remote sensor
data sets were digitized on a latitude (X) --Longitude (Y)
I	 coordinate system.	 Digitization was accomplished by means
I
of a Tektronix model 9955 digitizing tablet which has a
40-inch by 30-inch sensitive surface area and provides
resolution of 0.01 inch.	 The tablet was attached to a
Tektronix 4015 graphics terminal which, in turn, was linked
to an IBM 370--3,55 host comilute . 	 Data stored on magnetic
tapes were used to produce linear and well location plots on
a Zeta 3653 plotter.
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xA. Side-Looking Airborne Radar (SLAB) and Stereo photography
1. Existing Radar Data (SLAR)
Parts of the study area had previously been imaged at
various times by military APS-73 (X-band) and Westinghouse
AN/APQ-97 (Ka-band) systems. Variations in flight direction
(radar look-direction), altitude, and scale precluded the
	
x
mosaicking of these flight lines. Similarly, because of
marked differences in radar depression angles among the
various flight- lines and "spotty" coverage within the test
IR.
site proper, linears obtained could be compared only i,n a
visual, nonstatistical manner..
	
F
2. Aerial. Photography i
`
	
	 Stereo black and white photographs (generally 1:20,000
scale) were obtained from various government, state, and
private agencies. Approximately 1600 photographs were
needed to provide stereo coverage. Unfortunately, the
photography spanned some _20 years, and the quality was not
uniform. Mapped linears were transferred from the
photographs to 7.5' orthophoto-quad bases and then digitized.
Because of the a	 area involved	 0	 2
'	 ]. l rge r a _(11,, 00 km ) ,
different parts of the test site were assigned to different
interpreters. In areas of interpreter overlap, considerable
f	 ` interpreter variability was apparent, especially in those
areas in the low-relief Arkansas River valley. To provide
an indication of the extent of interpreter variability,
four interpreters were selected to analyze stereo photographs
25
A
in two different areas (three 7.5' quadrangle maps) of
contrasting terrain configuration. The terrain of the
Plountainburg and Mountainburg S.W. quadrangles is character-
ized by high relief (>200 m) because of dissection of the
	 (.
T
nearly flat-lying strata,. The Alma quadrangle, in contrast.,
is characterized by much loss relief (<50 m) and includes
part of the Arkansas River floodplain,
Rosette diagrams for each quadrangle . and operator
(rig. 8) indicate the number of linears mapped (n) , the
average length of each linear (R), and the percentage of
linears mapped by more than one operator. The rosette
diagrams drawn by each operator show 'considerable variation.
However, in the Mountainburg and Mountainburg S.W. quadrangles,
the variation was less than in the Alma quadrangle. For
example, in the Mountainburg quad all foul: of the operators
identified a major linear, set trending N42 0 W an,,. three of	 9
the operators approximated two other linear sets trending
N23 12 and N54 1 E. There is somewhat less agreement among
rosettes constructed from the Mountainburg S.W. quad where
E
three operators agreed on two linear sets trending N5 0 E and
N25°E. Very few linears were mapped in the Alma quadrangle
and the .linear trends recognized by different operators show
no agreement. The number of linears mapped by all operators
is by far the lowest in the Alma quadrangle. This finding
may indicate 'that operators are more likely to distinguish
26'
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topographic linears than total or vegetation-
l nears caused by soil moisture variations.
B. Radar (SAR) and l nhanced Landsat
1.	 Computer Processing and enhancement
in support of this rioserrach effort $ the Jet Propulsion
t	 Laboratory provided SAR imagery of the test site obtaine d
during May of 1977 and April of 1978.	 Because of funding
M	 limitations, only the 1978 data sat was digitally procassod.
1	 This L-band	 (23-cin wavulengtb) imagery was obtained in a
iI	
SCi].ca Of nok;t )a- SOL1i.11 f light lines with	 1p' l.0}.1.1n1tO,1.	 8-)CI11
1
.X v^ra ^ ^	 `^'wcswath widths and providing dLic1.l pl co ],.ari zation co	 ge +
different Landsatt Scenes (winter and summer) were selected
`	 to provide maximum changes in solar illumination (elevation)
and terrain cover.	 Both radar and L andsat imagory was
subjected to various computer enhancement and analysis
r
procedures performed at the Image Processing !Laboratory of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory;.
a.	 Radar- linage Processing j
Strips of radar imagery which had boen converted from raw
data to image format by the JPL optical processing system
were digitized on the IPL Inicrodensitomete)~.	 5amPl.es of
film density- were ta)cen with 1 50 -micron aperture at intervals i
of 54 microns, corresponding to dimensions of ?ld 25 in
in  t) e r. ange and azimuth directions, resp ec tivq v .	 '1'YIe
resulting density measurements were scaled to_,	 tteger 
28
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values, although in any strip considerably fewer than this
number of levels were usually occupied. A typical strip
of sampled imagery yielded a digital array of appro.. . , L*ely
500 samples in the  range direction by 3500 lines in
azimuth direction.
Removal of gain variation
The radar system which generated the imagery produces a
perceptible gain variation with range. This effect is the
I
	
	
result of three phenomena: the normal spreading loss of power
density with increased path length, the decrease in differ--
I1	 ential bac%scattering cross section W) as incidence angle
k	 increases, and antenna gain variations over the imaged swath.
To combat this problem the system .incorporates the capability
i
to increase the gain as a function of range. The system is
only partially effective in compensating for 'those effects,
laving a noticeable average intensity variation with range X
in the data. Such a residual effect is particularly apparent
in a mosaic where the near range of one strip is adjacent to
the far range of its neighboring strip. There is an obvious
average intensity discontinuity at the strip boundary.
To reduce the intensity descrepancy between adjacent
r strips, a scene-dependent gain correction was applied to
each strip. The procedure consisted of applying a gain and
offset to each line of constant range in the imagery to force
the mean and variation (i.e., ABS [ xi - x] where xi is an
29
image sample value, and x is the average of xi over a line
of constant range) at each range to predetermined constant
values. This process is admittedly inferior to a true cal-
ibration operation, but the information available was in-
adequate for a meaningful calibration. A major drawback
of the technique is the fact that the applied gain and
offset might: reflect the feature content of the imagery
rather than correct for true gainvariations. To reduce
unde,oirable feature- cued gain modification, the process
was controlled by using statistics obtained. only from
uniform-appearing areas in the mountainous regions. This
method was generally successful in reducing apparent
intensity jumps between strips in the regions where the
statistical estimates were obtained However, intensity
discontinuities dial appear in areas of low return where
the gain attenuation was limited by the low signal strength.
Because these areas were not of primary interest in the
investigations, the artifacts were deemed acceptable.
'.	 Conversion from rangeto surface distance
Because the side- looking radar system records the
returned signal from each pulse as a function of time, the
imagery obtained from the raw data displays distance along
the flight path in one coordinate (azimuth direction) but
line of sight distance to the ,surface in the perpendicular
coordinate (range direction) . A difference in range between
two points nearly beneath the sensor corresponds to a much
_71
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greater separation on the surface than does an equal mango
difference between points located to the side of the flight
path. As a result, features appear greatly compressed in
the near range areas of the imagery.
This basic distortion is complicated by the fact that
the range to a surface, point is dependent upon its elevation,
Without exact knowledge of the topography and the position
of the sensor, an accurate conversion to distance on the
surface cannot be made. The near range compression eftect,
however, it surfioiently pronounced that application of- an
approximate "first-order" correction is often warranted.
Such was -the case in this project whore the radar strips
were to be incorporated in a mosaic and registered to Landsat
imagery. The presence of gross local distort i ons would
confuse the analyses and significantly degrade registration
accuracy. Therefore, each strip of imagery was subjected to
a geometric transformation to accomplish an approximate
conversion from slant range to distance on the surface. The
altitude was assumed constant over the strip. A simple trig-
onometric conversion front measurement along the hypotenuse or
a. right triangle to distance- on the horizontal side was made
with the assumption that the topography was absolutely flat.
Mosaic generation
Radar strips which had been processed to remove gain
variations and to convert from measurement of range to
6	
1
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distance on the surface wore ready for incorporation into a
mosaic. A mosaic was constructed by combining neighboring
image pairs into two component mosaics. These two-component
mosaics were then merged in pairs to form f our-componont
mosaics and the process wns repeated to generate the
completed Mosaic. At each stop a pair of imaqos were
combined by deforiiiing the right component to spatially match
the left coinponant at the boundary botwoon the two images.
Idontical features were located manually in bands across the
ovorlappli ng areas of both iM49CS. Typically, five bands
of such "tiepointo" were obtained at equally spacoa intervals
down tho strip of overlap. To avoid compounding the
complen.ity of subsequent mosaicking steps, the right-side
component was subjected to a strictly controlled geometric
transformation to achieve alignment- with its left-sido-
Counterpart. The transformation was performed in such a
manner that each line of constant azimuth (a horizontal» row
in a component strip) was translated only in the horizontal.
direction and was translated as well as resealed in the
vert'.cal direction. Between the bands of tiepoints the
deformations wore computed by linear interpolation between
thcise indicated by direct observation at the tintpoints. The
two-clement mosaics were formed by truncating tho loft and
registered right-side components at the boundary and abutt--inn
the resulti.
,
ng strips.
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wBrightness transformations
To provide image displays in which features O'k various
textures and dimensions could be easily discerned, the
mosaics were subjected to two brightness ttansformat ons
x
	
	
Providing the lower contrast was a transformation to produce
an approximately Gaussian distribution of intensity. A
transformation table was constructed to change the original
brightness levels to the set of new values which produced
E	 the closest approximation to a Gaussian distribution with
mean at midrange and Six standard deviations spanning the
256 available shades of gray.
A more dramatic contrast enhancement was achieved by
the second procedure. As in the first method, a transfor-
mation table was generated to produce a specified dir-,tribution
in the transformed image. In this case that distribution was a
L uniform. The algorithm operated by the equilva]ent method
r.
of forcing the cumulative distribution function to be linear.
Spatial filtering
The nature of the investigations conducted in this
project required the clear visibility of fine detail in the
imagery. To increase the apparent sharpness of the pictures,
a spatial filtering operation was performed. This procedure
increased the contrast of small 'scale brightness changes
and reduced brightness differences between large, scale
features. If the Low frequency (large scale) components had
been completely removed, the filter would have been a
33i	 ,
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"high-pass" filter.. In this project contrast: was 00
percent at.tenutlted in features larger than approximately
2 500 n and smaller dimension variations were loft unchanged
This contrast corresponded to the average of a "high-pass"
filtered version with 20 percent of the original. image.
Registration to Landsat
Any combined analysis of radar and Landsat imagery is
facil.itaLod if a specific feat:um a.^ape, s at the identical
coordinates in each typo of im-age. Such spatial. alignment.
I (registration) also males lnossibl.e the generation of
numea:ical composites of the images. To achieve registration
in this projoct the radar scene: was goomata.°a.eally manipulated
f
to coincide with the Landsat scene. The transformation was
controlled by Lapproxi.matel,y 80 ti.epoint.s manually obtained
	 s
by locating identical, features in both images. A polynomial: W
r
	
	
geometric transformation was used to describe the distortion.
It was "fit" to the Uepoints by adjusting its coefficients
to minimise the sum of the squared error in its predictions
of thotiepoint locations. To speed computation the polynomial
transformation was applied only at a sparse grid of locations
a in the imago. Movements of points falling between the grid
intersections were obtained through bilinear interpolation
between those of the foua: surrounding gr id locations.
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n b. Lrandsat Image Processing
Landsat imagery was obtained from the U.S. Geological.
Survey in standard digital. form. Each scene consisted of
images in four spectral bands sampled with a spacing of
approximately 60 in across the scene and 80 m down tho scene.
Sampled at these intervals, the roughly 130 km square area
imaged in a scene comprised a digital array of about 2300
lines each containing approximately 3200 samples.
I"	 Geomot:ric corr=ection
f
The standard format of the USES-suppliod digital. data
is incompatible with much of the software in the `Image
Processing Laboratory. Therefore, it was _necessar=y to
C
reformat the data as the initial processing step. During
	 ?
this "logging" process it was convenient and computationally
i	 E
efficient to undertake a set of geometric corrections which
could be ` performod independently on each image line. included
f	 were the following geometric manipu lations_:
(a) correction for the earth's rotation during the
r elapsed time between imaging the first and last
lines,
(b) restimplAng to 'achieve equal horizontal and
vertical sampling spacing,
(c) removal of synthetic samples introduced by IIASA
to ensure equal line lengths,
	
>^
(d) correction for non-uniform sensor: scan mir=ror:
velocity,
(e) correction for panorama effect, and
(f) adjustment of sample coordinates to compensate for
	 a
variation in alignmentn ent of the sensors of each	 's
spec tral. band.
i
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fBrightness tr,ansformatio)as
As in radar imagery, the dis41.ibu .ion of brightness
in the original bandsat images d, not nocessarl.ly
 provide
sufficient colitrast+ and average Leval, to produce 'tiseful
photographic repre sail trat ion s. To generate more informativeE	 ,
visual displays, the individual, spectral band imagos weave
subjected to the same intensity transformations that were
applied to the radar image,ryo producing Gaussian and uniform
distr iabut:ions of uri.ghtness.
Spatial filtering
Edges and fine structure in the Landsat scenes were
enhanced liar the same filtering procedures that were, applied
to the radar a.magery. ,r
i	 Color cowposites
	
!
Two types of color composi.tes, referred to as standard
and enhanced versions, were generated froni Landsat imagery.
The standard version was obtained` by modulating cacti of the
three primary colors (red, green and blue) with a single
spectral, band image. To unsure that sprcta;al variations in
If
all the bonds were equally displayed, the images were first
subjected to the Gaussian _brightness trans f ormati.on. This
process produced equal. first- and second-order statistics
in the color component images and eliminated the possibility
that a single hue; would dominate the scene,
36
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The enhanced color composite was produced to display
even small spectral. variations as marked color differences.
The color enhancement procedure was designed to spread the
distribution of brightness, causing it to occupy a broad
rc,,gion in the color space. This effect was accompl.ishod by
rotation to the space of eigenvoct:ors of the original R, G,
B (rod, groan, blue) distribution. Statistically indopondonL
images were formed by assigning brightness based on
coordinates along axes aligned with each of the eigonvectors.
Therefore, when a Gaussian brightness transformation was
subsequently applied L-o each of the new component images,
a roughly spherical distribution was produced, generating
a broader range of colors than the cigar-shaped original
9
distribution. To maintain general color similarity to the
standard color composite, the inverse rotation back, to the
r
original color space was performed 'to generate the ttri-stimulus i
components of the color image.
Registration of multiple scenes
To facilitate temporal comparisons of Landsat imagery,
scenes obtained at different times were registered. The
procedure was identical to that used to register radar to
i
Landsat imagery. The accuracy of the Landsat registration,	 7
however, was considerably greater because the geometric
differences were less severe and more continuous- than the
J
rather disjoint distortions generated by'mosaicking
independently correct radar straps.
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c. Radar/Landsat Composite
Registration of a radar mosaic to a Landsat scene made
possible point:-by-point manual comparisons of the two data
types. It also allowed numerical combinations to be
undertaken. For this project composites Caere produced by
	 r
using Landsat data to provide color information and radar
imagery to supply brightness modulation. The enhancod
A	 color tri-stimulus components were transformed to a spherical
coordinate system known as hue saturation and intensity
^	 3(ESI) space. The intensity coordinate is a distance along
Ia vector forming equal angles with the orthogonal. R, G, B 3
(red, green, blue) axes. Hue is the ,angular rotation in a
a	
;
plane perpendicular to the intensity vector. Saturation ^Jls
f' the angular displacement at the R, G, B origin away from the
intensity vector. In this system brightness information
is contained in the intensity coordinate and color in the
hue and saturation dimensions. To form the composite, the
i
Landsat intensity image was simply replaced by the registered
radar mosaic. The inverse transformation from I •iSI to RGB
space; was then performed to obtain the tri-stimulus
components of' the <color composite.
2. Evaluation of Enhancement Techniques
a. Landsat-Band Comparison
The first evaluation is for the four bands of each
1
enhancement and scene combination. For this evaluation,
total number of linears detected by each of three different
38
operators (A, B, C) is used. The Landsat scene-enhancement
combinations are:
I	 Landsat winter Gaussian stretch
Landsat winter - uniform distribution stretch
I
Landsat summer - Gaussian stretch
Landsat summer - uniform distribution stretch
f Tables 1 1 2, 3, and 4 sh, w the number: of linoaa;s drawn
by each operator (A, 13, C) for each band and the band and
histogram numbers (Appendix) . 	 The highest number for
each operator is indicated by * and the lowest number by x.
a	
4
?	 Table 1. Landsat winter--Gaussian stretch.
f'
If 	 (^	 (2)
	 (3)
	
(4)
Band 4	 Band 5
	 Baird 6	 Band 7
f	 A	 127	 178	 101	 229*
B	 108	 212*	 84X	 103
C	 33	 2$X	 62	 63*
w
Table 2. Landsat 'winter—uniform distribution stretch.
(5)	 (6)
	 (7)	 (g)
Band `4	 Band 5	 Banc] 6	 Band 7
A	 133	 155*	 3.19x	 127
B	 114	 209
	 113x	 269
C	 47'X	 54	 53	 75*
39
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t
r
Table 3.	 Landsat summer—Gaussian stretch.
(9) (10) (11) (12)
Band 4 Band a Band 6 Band 7
A	 74 59x 86* 86*
m	 130 117 95' 102
C	 16 15'0N 62* 40
Table 4. Landsat summer--uniform distribution stretch.
i
	
(13)	 (14)	 (l6)
	
Band 4	 Band a	 Band 6	 Band 7
i
p	 ,.	 A	 58,	 124*	 100	 93
B	 193*	 126	 134	 124
C	 21	 20x
	
30	 51*
p
	
	 For the Landsat winter scene, with both Gaussian and
uniform distribution stretch, two of the three operators
4
	 found the greatest number of linears on baud 7 For the
a
III !
	 Landsat summer--Gaussian stretch combination, two of the
r
'	 three operators found the greatest number of linears on band
1
6. None of the operators agreed on which band had the,
greatest number of linears for the Landsat summer---uniform
y distribution stretch combination.
For the Landsat winter scene, regardless of enhancement
technique, two of three operators found the greatest number 3
of linears on band 7. There was less agreement among the
40
operators for the Landsat summer scene. in one case, band
	
	
w
s
5 was the best and in the other case there was no agreement.
xn two of four cases the least number of linears was
found on bend 5. However, in three of four cases, fund 6
showed the least variation in the number of linears drawn
by the'three operators.
6
Also, front Tables 1, Z, 3, and a it is apparent that
m the Landsat winter scene dotects more linears than the
Landsat summer scene. The uniform distribution stretch
consistently detects more l ncars than the Gaussian stretch.
l The best combination to find the greatest number, of linears
j is Landsat winter, band 7, uniform distribution stretch.
b. Bnhanced Color---Standard Color Comparison
i	 For this evaluation, the number 'of linearS detected with
enhanced color Landsat imagery is compared with the number
r
of linears detected on standard color Landsat-imagery. The
i	 Landsat scene--enhancement combinations are:
r	 Landsat winter-"-enhanced color
r
Landsat winter--standard color
Landsat summer--enhanced color
Landsat summer--standard color
Table 5 and G show the number of linears drawn by each
operator (A, H, 'CO for each _scene and the histogram number
(Appendix). The highest, number for each operator is
indicated by
41
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Table 5.	 L4ndsat winter.
t
(17) (^)
enhanced Color Standard Color.
' A	 178 213*
}3	 191 192+!
51 G2*
t Table 6.	 bandsat summer;
{
(19) (2p)
I Enhanced Color Standard Color
a A	 143* 129
B	 14 8 167"
G	 37 41*
r `.l'he s
t
andard color Landsat imagery detec fts more linears
i for both the summer and winter sco pe's. Also, a greater
number of lincras is detected with the winter Scene.
r
C.	 Synthetic Aperture Radar--L--band
The images from which histograms 21 and 22 were produced
. are uncontrolled mosaics whereas the images fa:om which
histograms 2.3 and 27 were produced are controlled mosaics
(response range dependence removed). Histograms 21 and 22	 a
were obtained from the 1977 data set. Table 7 comperes the
number of linears from each of the three operators
	
(A,	 II, C)
42
with Cho histograms indicated (Appendix) . The greatest
{
number of linears found by each operator is shown by * and
the lowest number by x.
Table 7. Linear-operator variation.
(21)
	 (22)	 (23)1	 (27)1(11H)	 Oiv)	 (fill)	 (Vtl)
A	 65	 soy'	 85	 11,1*
_ B
	 54	 49X	 137*	 87
C	 23	 4 x	 41	 100*
Response range . dependence removed.
Table 7 slows that two of the three operators Found the
greatest number of linears on the (VII) (response range
dependence removed) image and all three operators found the
j
least number of linears on the UIV) uncontrolled image More
linears are detected by mosaicked (response range dependence
removed) April 1.978 imagery than uncontrolled imagery (May
1977).
IVnhancement comparison
Three SAR (L-band) enhancements--uniform distribution
A	 stretch, high-pass filtering, and high-pass filtering with
20 percent added back are evaluated. As before, the evaluation
is based on the number of lineras detected.
Table a compares the number of linears from each of the
three operators ('A, 13, C) with the histograms indicated
43
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(AppendiX)
	
The greatest number of linears found by oach
operator is shown by *,
Table 0. Enhanced radar.
	(24)	 (25)	 (26)
Uniformll:i.gh PASS	 High Pass
Distribution Stretch	 FiItaring
	 20 Added Back
A	 60	 109*	 80
S	 113	 72	 196*
i
G	 82*	 80	 79
Although none of the operators acjreed on which typo of
enhancement det:octs the most linears, the high--pass
`	 filtering shows a very small variation in number of linears
r	 found by the three operators.
d. Radar/hanasat Merge
`	 The parallel-polarized (HH) (response range dependence
removed) imago was registered to the winter and summer
La;ldsat scenes. Table 9 compares the number of linears from
r
l each of the three operators (A, II, G) with the histograms
indicated (Appendix). The greatest number of linears found
by each operator is shown by
All three operators found more linears on the radar/
Landsat winter scene than on the radar/Landsat sumaiier scene.
Unfortunately, because of the size limitation of the color
playback device, the area generated for the radar /T,andsat
44
wTable 9. Radar.~ plus Landsat.
analysis was smaller thnn that used for other linear analyses
and histogram generation, Table 10 indicates modified aron
histograms for comparable areas derived from the= radar/
Landsat input combinations that provided histograms 28 and
29. The greatest number of linears found by each operator
is shown by *
is
Table J.O. Modified area histograms.
r	 _ (32)(,30)	 (31)	 HI1-Response
Land.sat Summer
	 Landsat Winter Mange Dependence
G
Enhanced Color	 >nhanood Color	 Removed
A	 95	 162*	 49
B	 79	 138*	 130
E
C	 27	 42*	 30
When histograms 28 and 29 (winter and summer radar/
k
Landsat combinations) are compared with the original data
(histograms 30-32), it is obvious that the Landsat winter
45
enhancad scene provided for the detection of most linears.
The radar/Landsat merge appears to improve the conrldonce
z	 of operators 
in interpreting relatively longer linenro.
The average length of linears on the radar/Landsat: morgo
shows a moderate increas e for two of the three oporatorso
but the total number of linears is smaller. Operator C
was able to detect more linears using the rndar/Landuat
merge than with either the radar or Landsat alone. Howovor,
the other two operators show marked djs^Iqrcomont. Again,
operator variability was considerable.
Although the VII mosaic provided for the detaction of
relatively more linears, none of the'SAR anhancei'llen-t-
techniques is significantly botter than the others.
n. Radar and Radar/Ijandsat Evaluation
From the preceding discussion it is apparent that L--band
radar imagery provided for detection of fewer linears than
the optimum data s--L* l that is, the Landsat, winter scene.
This conclusion is not surprising, however, if one examines-
the contrast in terrain displays provided by the two remote
sensor data sets. The dominant linear features inferred
by all interpreters on both the Landsat and radar imagery
were topographic linears, i.e., usually alignment landforms
or straight valley segments. Topographic linears are
enhanced on the Landsat winter scene because of the relativoly
low solar illuminatio., ., (21' solar elevation) which causes
46
highlighting and shadowing on many of the terrain elements
oriented toward and away from the soul!;ea`tern solar. azimuth;
(142°, measured clockwise from north) , Vds low sun angle
enhancement is especially evident if the winter scene
(Fig. 9) is ,
 compared with a high sun angle (56 0
 solar
elevation) summer scene (Fig. 10)
	
Thel3 1 contrasting terrain
information in the two Landsat scenes is sL.ri:king, but not
a new observation. In recent years many Landsat investigatois
have found that the winter months' lower sun angles enhance
topographic detail. However, the similarity between low
solar illumination and radar illumination is most important
in analyzing the SAR imagery linear dotection.
The L-band radar imagery was obtained along north-south
flight ,lines, with two separate but overlapping swaths
providing flight line coverage (Fig. 11) . This flight line
configuration allowed for a continuous change in incidence'
anglesa om 43° (near range) to 71 1 (far range) , or 47
to 19 0 depression angle, respectively.- In contrast, the
E
Landsat winter scene provided a constant solar elevation.
F	 (equates to radar depression angle) of 21 0 across the entire
swath. Only in the extreme far range part of each radar
swath does the radar _depression angle 'approximate or equal
i the solar elevation of the Landsat winter scene. The
enhancement of topographic linears on the radar imagery is
a function of two parameters, one related to the imaging
system and the other related to terrain. The system parameters
I
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Figure 10. Land sat summer scene, ID 0861-15515.
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i
are radar depression angle and look-direction. Changing
the depression angle can have a significant effect on the
enhancement of topographic linears. The May 1977 L-band
imagery was obtained using a swath configuration that
provided for much larger (steeper) depression angles across
the swath (Fig. 12).
	 Although the imagery was not processed
in the same way as that of 1978, and was not analyzed in a
k r
controlled mosaic format, histograms 21 and 22 (Appondi,x
e
i	 1977 data) show significantly fewer linears detected with
1977 than with 1978 data
	 (histograms 23, 24,	 25,	 26,	 27).
Other researchers have recognized this relationship
(MacDonald et al.,
	
1969; Gelnett,
	 1977).	 Gelnett
	 (1977)'
provides a summary of articles emphasizing the importance
`	 of considering radar depression angle and look-direction
when attempting linear analysis from radar surveys;.
	 It should
3
r	 be noted, however, that because of east and west look-directions
of the radar flight lines', some linears oriented parallel or
nearly parallel with the flight lanes were more easily
r	 detectable on the radar than on the Landsat imagery.	 Thus,,
in a way similar to radar, Landsat is also look-direction
dependent (single solar azimuth illumination angle).	 Gelnett
(1977) reports that single-look radars provide only about 74
percent of the available geologic data.	 Therefore, because i
of radar's operational capability of selectable look.-angles
and depression angles, radar surveys should complement any
i
topographic linear survey using Landsat.
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.From the complementary aspects of Landsat and radar,
intuitively one might expect the radar/Landsat merge to
a	 provide better linear mapping capability than a single- sensor
mapping mode.	 Comparison of histograms 28 and 29 (Winter
and summer radar/Landsat merge, respectively) with histograms
30, 31, and 32 (original imagery used for Landsat-radar
merge) provides no evidence of an overall improved linearis
detection capability for the merged data sets.
	 Although each
'	 operator was able to detect linears ofgreater average length
than those detected in the original data sets, the merge of
the two data sets tends to "mask" the relatively smaller and
A	
more subtle linears.	 The enhanced color of the Landsat,
h	 for example, suppresses subtle radar linears that are
relatively distinctive by demarcation between black and
white tonal contrasts on the original imagery.	 A black and
white radar/Landsat merge of Landsat uniform distribution
stretch, band-7, winter scene with the VH radar appears to
be an ideal data set. 	 Such a black and white combination
was not generated for this study.
j	 f.`	 Operator Variability
The problem of operator variability in the mapping of
linears and lineaments has been addressed recently by
Podwysocki -et, al.
	
(1975) ,	 Siegal	 (1977) , and Iluntington and
Raiche (1978).	 All found significant discrepancies in both
coincidence' and directions of linears drawn by different
operators on the same Landsat image.	 Podwysocki et al.
52	 _
report that of all linears mapped among four operators,
only 0.4 percent were recognized by all four operators,
4.7 percent by three, 17.0 percent by two, and 77 percent
by one operator. Siegal (1977), using five operators and
a single Landsat scene, found that only 4 percent of the
lineaments were consistently delineated by all five operators.
Huntington and Raicho (1978) suggest that differences between
two interpretations,, by two observers looking at the same
scene, can be of the same order as would be expected for one	 as
erson rote	 en 4,
	 'tl	 J. 	 1 .3 .1F	 p	 rp	 a ng wo scenes w^ Z en a J. y a. ca ent
geology.
I	 ^
Differences between linear interpretations of the same
'	 scene can be extraordinary. Even when the operator variables
are minimized, contrasts between remote sensor data sets
t may produce significant differences in interpretat ions.
However, maps derived from linear density analysis are found
to be somewhat less influenced by operator variability.
Generally, 'conservative linear "mappers" tend to .infer fewer
linears per unit area, but relative concentrations are	 j
sometimes agreed upon among operators.
VI.`. PROXIMITY ANALYSIS LIN 7^RS AND GAS YIELDSi
Production or gas yield data (initial calculated open
flow) combined with well locations and linears from various
remote sensor data sets were called up simultaneously from
the Zeta 3653 plotter. Figures 13 and 14 are representative
I
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sample plots from the Landsat band 7 winter scene and L-band
respectively. The superimposed plots provide an overall
comparison of poor, average, and good gas well yields with
respect to linear position,, clustering, and density.
Regardless of the remote,sensor data set used, it was apparent
that the test site could be subdivided into two contrasting
regions; the southern two-thirds of the test site which is
characterized by an overall .lack of linears in an area where
producing wells are most numerous, and the northerVi third
of the test site which has a relative abundance of linears
where gas wells are nearly absent. An attempt is made to
define the relationship between gas production and linear
proximity in both of these regions.
A. Southern Region
Within the southern region or Arkoma basin proper, where
wells are numerous and linears sparse_, all attempts (linear
regression analysis) to establish a relationship between
i
,well productivity and linear proximity proved futile.
However, two additional methods of analysis were tried with {
well stimulation (hydraulic fracturing) data. Hydraulic 	 1
fracturing, first introduced in 1949, is a_process of
`	 injecting fluid into a wellbore under sufficient pressure
to induce a vertical or horizontal fracture in the well
i f'ormati.ori. Continued injection of fluid after formation
"breakdown" has occurred extends the fracture laterally from
586'
the wellbore. Eventually an equilibrium is reached in which
the filtration fluid losses through the walls of the fracture
are equal to the fluid injection rate, and lateral extension
of the fracture ceases. It is generally assumed that if
the fracture area so generated is to remain open to flow a
proppant must be simultaneously injected into the fracture
area. The most common propping agent is 20-40 mesh sand
(0.42-0.84 mm), though other propping agents are used such
as glass beads, plastic particles, and ground walnut hulls._
Various completion data (amount of proppant, proppant size,
and fluid injection volume) from well com letion'cards were
	 k'
t
-	 P	 f
r
used to°
 evaluate _hydraulic fracturing'effectiveness. This
¢	 effectiveness was then compared with linear proximity or
linear density in a manner somewhat similar to that reported in
_A
shale-gas studies where surface joints or fractures were
used as predictors of the orienta;cion of induced fracturing
in the subsurface (Overbey et al., 1974; Jones and Rauch,
i
1976). Initially, a computerized data system was generated
having the following information taken from completion cards
r
for each of the producing' wells in the study area.
We-1.1 Name	 Producing Formation (up to 3
Field Name	 different' zones),
Legal Description Open Flow Potential
Longitude/Latitude Perforation Interval
County	 Acidizing Volume
Spud Date	 Sand Proppant Weight	 x
Completion Date
	 Hydraulic Fracturing Volume
Total Depth	 After Fracture Test Production
(not always available)
a'
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Two different methods-of anlaysis were applied with well
stimulation data, one method for linear density and the
second for individual linear proximity.	 The first method a
was an attempt to "generate" additional linears by use of
the Ronchi grating in the area of maximum well density.
	 The
Ronchi grating or s quare wave transmission grating consists
of a set of opaque parallel lines (normally 200/inch)
separated by equal-width spaces on a transparent backing
such as glass or plastic.- Light is diffracted by the Ronchi
-	 grating in a direction perpendicular to the direction of 5
the lines on the grid.	 When an image is viewed through the
6
I	 Ronchirating	 g !:he diffracted light will be spread out in
one direction, but undisturbed in the perpendicular direction.
This diffraction tends to blur out linears on the image that A
are parallel with the lines of the grid, thus accentuating
the linears that are perpendicular to the lines of the grid
(Pohn, 1970x: Bench et al., 1977;	 Jackson,	 1979).``
1,	 Density Analysis Y
A contour map of linear density based on the Landsat-2
(winter scene) imagery was prepared.
	 No significant trendr
or correlation could be established from this analysis.
The percentage distribution of fractured and non-fractured
wells was almost identical foreach contour interval (see
Table 11).	 Also, no trend could be established with respect i
to the volume of fracturing fluid injected and the linear
density.
60
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Table 11. Induced hydraulic fracturing linear density
compari son.
F	 Linear Density	 fractured Wells	 Non-Fractured Wells(m/sg km)	 Teo. of Wells
	 %	 No. of Wells
	 %
a
	
0-176	 318	 73	 952	 72	 1
r
	
176-353	 91	 21	 119
	 19
k	 353-529
	 17	 4	 30
l	 529-706
	 3
	
1	 8	 l
I	 706-882
	 2	 -	 9	 2
	
882-1059
	
3	 1	 7	 1
!	 939	 100%	 625,	 100%
A
2.
	
	 Proximity Analysis
	 1'
The second method provided the opportunity to call up
wells in a given localized "window" enclosing a particular
linear field or section of a field. The latitude and
r	 x
longitude of the two terminal points of a linear were read
into the computer to create a rectangular window based on
specified distances from these end points (rig'. 15) . All
wells within this window were plotted with an accompanying
printout of the data parameters shown in Figure 15. Wells al-
	 Y
so could be called up by any one or combination of the five wa 
'or geological zones known to7	 	 g	 yield gas in the areas selected.
k
	
	
„
z.Lour separate areas were ,examined', in detail by this
	
t,	 {
method in teams of contrasting linear densities, proximity
of gas wells to major linears, and contrasting linear
rt.
orientations
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l
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i
I _
DATA INPUT: Longitude/latitude of linear end points,
a
Dl , DZ, and scale choice, formation key.
DATA OUTPUT: Plot shown above with well record printout
as shown below.
	 (D = denotes dry hole, other'
r letters denote coding for producing wells.)
WELT. NAME
	 WILSON PROD CO. #1 SYDNEY JOHNSON
	 FLD NAME = DOVER
r	 LEGAL DESCRPT = SRC 2-9N-20W,1320'FNL,26001FEL
SPUD DATE= 02-01-74 LONG= 93DRG	 5Man 24SEC	 LAT= 35DEG 27MIN 45SEC
COMP DATE= 03-01-74 TOTAL DEPTH= 3971'
	 COUNTY= POPE
GAS WELL
E	 PRODUCTION -FORMA'r'ION1	 A-JENKINS	 PRODUCTION FORMATION2:
IPCOF=	 6939.000 MCF	 'IPCOF=	 0.000 MCF
IPF=- 0.000 MCF	 IPF=	 0.000 MCF
INT•ERVALI= 3177-3187
	 INTERVALI:	 0-	 0
INTERVAL2= 0-	 0	 INTERVAL2:	 0- 	 0 y
ACID 0 GALLONS
	 ACID=	 0 GALLONS
SAND= 0	 #	 SAND=	 0	 #
GALLONS= 0 _	 GALLONS=	 0
FRAC PRODUCTION=
	0 MCFGPD
	 FRAC PRODUCTION= 0 MCFGPD
NO	 1 CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION+	 6939.000 MCF CODE= A l
Figure 15. Format for rectangular window computer
output.
,
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Analysis of the well stimulation data provides little
evidence to support the hypothesis that surface linears can
be related to subsurface reservoir fracturing. Although
approximately 40 percent of the producing wells in the
entire study area are hydraulically fractured, the average
open flow potential for these wells is not significantly
higher than the average for non-stimulated wells. Within
the four separate areas selected for detailed analysis
(Table 12), there appears to be no relationship between the
open flow potential, of hydraulically fractured wells and
linear density, nor can a relationship be established between
the open flow potential of stimulated wells and linear
f
2	 proximity.
B. Northern Region
In parts of the northern' region well control and linear
h	 density contrast are sufficient for use in examining the
relationship between well yield and linear trends. To
facilitate computer analysis, the northern one third of the
r	 test site was subdivided into half-quad (7.5' quad maps)
`	 -	 areas (Fig. 16). In addition, the various gas-bearing zones
within the stratigraphic column were consolidated into
manageable groups based on their stratigraphic position and
reservoir and lithologic similarities:: Upper Atoka, Lower
Atoka, Sandstone Group, and Carbonate Group.
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The Atoka Formation, which accounts for a large 'part
of the gas production, contains a laterally persistent. Sh ale
horizon between the Vernon and Sells sands. This shale is
chosen as a boundary between the Upper Atoka and the Lower
Atoka (LATOKA). The upper Atoka units are very thin or
absent in the northern margin of the test site and therefore
are omitted from the analysis. The sandstone units in the
Lower Atoka are:
Lower Atoka (LATOKA)
Se]:ls	 Cecil_ Spiro
Jenkins	 Patterson
a	 Dunn C	 Spi- ro
Paul Barton
The remaining productive horizons can be grouped by
i
lithology and demarcated by uncontormities. In descending
gtratigraphic order, the next group is predominantly
sandstone and is referred to as the Sandstone Group (SANDST).
The Sandstone Group, bounded by unconformities, is from
Pennsylvanian to Mississippian in age. It includes the
following units
Sandstone Group (SANDST)
Kessler	 Upper Hale
Cannon	 Middle Hale
Pitkin	 Lower Hale
Wedington
The Carbonate Group (CARB)_, the lowermost group, is
'„	 predominantly limestone and dolomite and ranges in age from
Mississippian to Ordovician. The Carbonate Group is also
bounded by unconformities and includes the following units.
Carbonate Group (CARB)
Boone	 Everton-Simpson
Penters	 Arbuckle
Hunton
Another parameter, referred to as Total (TOTAL), is needed
to represent the total production from the three groups for
any certain well.
1. Density Analysis
For the density values, each linear within a half-quad
was measured and the lengths were added to obtain a total
linear length for the half-quad. This value is referred to
as DENS1. Linears (or any part thereof) within a half-quad
are hypothesized to have an effect cn gas production and
linears outside the half-quad are not. The total number
of linears within the half-quad was calculated and is
referred to as DENS2 (Table 13).
By means of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) (Barr
et al., 1976), the Pearson correlation coeffieicnt test is
used for a relationship between the production values and
the density functions.
DENS1 - TOTAL
DENS' l - LATOI<A
DENS1 - SANDST
DENS1 - CARB
DBNS2 - TOTAL
- - ----- 	 68
s t x
Table 13. Half-quads and density measurements.
Half-Quad DCNS2DENS1
Number (Total Length-Meters) ('total Number)
1 35305 13
2 26890 17
3 42409 29
4 48445 35
5 45854 25
6 29268 17
7 39909 21
8 43689 26
9 52378 38
10 44055 30
11 40274 25
12 44024 31
13 38994 22
14 3289E 18
15 19878 13
'	 16 42226 23
17 43567 20
g	 .,	 18 60396 48
19 36189 19
2 0 32805 22
j	 21 26402 14	 3
-	 22 58079 47	 j
23 44726 38
24 50732 29
25 51707 34	
-a26 44695 30
27 49695 35
28 38415 22
29 16311 6
30 19421 9
31 13201 8
32 29085 18`
33 7683 7
i	
34
<17591 9
35 27530 18
36 23999 16'
37 _31707 21
38 41524 27
39 45091 36
40 37896 28
41 43537 32
42 38963 25
69
DBNS2 +- LATOiKA
DCNS2 SANDST
DBN92 CARD
If a half-quad has less than two wells it is not
considered in the correlation analysis. Fourteen half-quads
have two or more wells (table 14).
A correlation coefficient (p) and significance
probability level (a) were generated for each combination I
3
of the six parameters (Table 15). The mull hypothesis states:
"There is no correlation between linear density and well
production. " A correlation is assumed to be present if a
relationship has a significance probability level greater 	 y
than 95 percent (a < .05) or a correlation coefficient greater
than 0.5 (P >0.5).
From Table 15, one significant correlat .onis found.
Production values from the Carbonate Group (CARB) show G
p	 positive correlation (a -- 0.0031, p = 0.72866) with the
number of linears per half-quad (D)sNS2) . Most Carbonate Group
I production is from the relatively low porosity, impermeable
Boone Formation (van Den Heuval, 1979) and therefore may
depend on the number of fractures.
A relationship is suggested (a = 0.0756, R = 0.51827)
a	 between the Sandstone Group(SANDST) and the number of linears
per half-quad (DLN82) . Unlike the units_ in the Lower Atoka
the Sandstone Group includes more mature, calcareous
sandstone. The calcareous cement of this sandstone could
increase its responsiveness to natural fracturing.
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There is also a positive correlation (a	 0.02531
p - 0.59359) between total production (TOTAL) and totalI
number of lineras per half-quad (DCNS2) .
	 This finding is
of questionable value because the Carbonate Group production
'	 makes up a large part of the total production.
	 No other`
relationship of significance are found.
2.	 Proximity Analysis
For this analysis, two distance parameters are used.
► 	 one is the cli.'•: once from a given well to the nearest linear
(DIST1)	 .na i the other; is the distance from a given well to
the nearest linear intersection (DIST2) 	 (Table if-).	 Two
p	 linears are not cons-idered intersecting if they are more
than two line widths	 (0.5 mm) apart.
`	 The definitions for both distances are based on the
1
concept of an expanding circle with a given well as thc' i
r	 center.	 As the circle expands it eventually-meets a linear
and a linear. intersection.	 The distance is the radius of
the circle at the point of contact with the linear and linear
P	
intersection.
By means of the Statistical Analysis System' (SAS)
(Barr et al., 1976) the Pearson correlation coefficient is
used to test for a relationship between:
D1ST1- - TOTAL
D I STI. - LATOKA
Distl - SANDST
DIST1 - CARB
DIST2 - TOTAL
5
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- LATOKA
DIST2 - SANDST
DIST2 - CARD
As before, a correlation coefficient (p) and significance
probability level Ox) are generated for each combination of
the six parameters (Table 17). The null hypothesis states:
"Thee is no correlation between distance to linear (and
linear intersection) and well production," A correlation
is assumed to be present if a relationship has a significance
probability level greater than 95 percent (a < .05) or a
correlation coefficient greater than 0.5 (p >0.5).
From 'fable ,17 a negative correlation (a
	
0, 04 50,
4
	
	
p	
-0.253) is suggested between the Carbonate Group (CARD)
productonand the distance,_to the nearest linear intersection
(DIST2), In other words, the closer a well producing from
the Carbonate Group is to a linear intersection, the greater
its production rate. Most of the producing wells in the
I Carbonate Group are 305 to 21.34 m from the nearest linear
intersection and wells beyond 2134 m are dry holes. The fact
that many dry holes are also between 305 and 2134 in from the
nearest linear intersection explains the marginal correlation
{a	 0.0450, p	 -0.25348).
The important relationship is between production from
	 3
the Carbonate Group (CARD) and the number of linears_per
7
half-quad (DRNS2). The marginal correlation of Table 17
reflects this relationship. As the number of linears per
77
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half-quad increases, the frequency of intersecting linears
also increases. In other words, if a producing well is in
an area of high linear dens4,ty, there is probably a linear
intersection within 2139,m. This relationship has application
for locating both exploration and development wells. In
sandstone and carbonate strata, the distance to the nearest
linear or linear intersection can be disregarded. A well
is more likely to be productive if it is in an area of high
linear density and if it penetrates structurally elevated.
carbonate strata.
C. Practical Application
Within the northern region, a relatively large number of
producing gas wells are clustered in the vicinity of half
quads 34 and 22 (Fig. 16)	 Visual analysis of Figure 16
indicates a contrasting relationship for linears in these
r
	
	 same quads. Whereas half-quad 34 (immediate vicinity of
Rock Creek g as field) is characterized by few linears,
half-quad 22 has a relatively large-number of linears, 	 3
especially in a north-south orientation. In an attempt to
define the relationship between linears, subsurface structure,
and , gas production in these two contrasting areas, subsurface
structure maps were constructed from mechanical well logs
(induction electric, formation density, and gamma ray/neutron).
1. Batson Gas Field
Although a number of wells produce gas from sandstone
units within the Atoka Formation, the Batson Field is the
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only area of significant Boone Formation production in the
entire Arkoma basin. Figure 17 is an enlarged plot of
linears and gas-producing wells in all rock units in the
Batson field area.
Wells producing gas , from the Boone Formation are on
structural highs in the Batson field, and wells not on
structural highs have produced water. From Figure 18, the
-900 foot (below sea level) contour was chosen to distinguish
wells that are structurally high from those that are
structurally low. There is a positive correlation between
F
production from the Boone Formation and well location with
A respect to structure, with two exceptions. The well in SW
1/4 of Seca 32, T. 12 N., R. 24 W. (Pig. 18) is a dry hole
in the Boone Formation in spite of its structurally high
position. Examination of subsurface cross-sections
constructed from mechanical well logs indicates that the
well intercepts a fault, which appears to eliminate any
production possibility. The well in Seca 29, T. ll N., R.
24 W. (Fig. 18) is a producing well but. is in a structurally
low area of the Boone Formation. The well is outside the
area where the contours can be drawn with confidence -(limited
control. points). Moreover, production records show this
particular well to be a very low producer. (72.4 MCFGPD)
2._ Rock Creek Field
Figure 19 is an enlarged plot of linears and gas-producing
wells in the Rock Creek field. A structure contour map was
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constructed for the top of the Boone Formation (Pig. 20).
Several structural highs are present but, unlike wells in
the Batson field, wells on these highs do not produce from
the Boone Formation. In the entire area only two wells
produce from the Boone Formation (Fig. 20) and both are
relatively low producers. Inspection of the samples from
the productive horizon of the well in Sec. 24, T. 11 N,
20 W. (Fig. 20) shows minor fracture porosity. For the
producing well in Sec, 22, T. 11 N.r R, 27 W. (Fig. 20),
fracture porosity is not found but production records show
the well to be a very low producer (80 MCFGPD).
3. Data Analysis
The Boone Formation (up to 60-70 percent cbert) yield.s
gas in the Batson field which is situated on a structural.
high coincident with high linear density. However, in the
Rock Creek field, the Boone Formation is on a structural
high in an area of low linear density "A is essentially
nonproductive. A study of mechanic, :al logs from both fields
indicates that the Boone interval is generally lithologically
consistent throughout.
The Pearson correlation coefficient indicates a positive
correlation between the number of liners in a given area
(linear density) and production from the Boone Formation;
however, there is no significant correlation between production
and thedis',-.<ince to the nearest linear. Because the Boone
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Formation is a brittle, high-chert-content limestone with
very low porosity and Permeability (Van. Den leuval, 1979) ,
it is reasonable thatthe high surface linear density is a
reflection of fracture porosity/permeability in the subsurface:.
Previous studies in other areas (Harris et al., 1960;
SteA., rns and Friedman, 1972; Gorham et al., 1979) indicate
that the strongest surface fracturing is on the flanks of
folds where curvature is at a maximum. in addition, Gorham
et al. (1979) st;.ggest that open fractures had to develop
where tensional joints form at places of maximum curvature
of beds (i.e., where there is greatest rate of change of
P
	
'dip, not necessarily where the daps are steepest)	 The
	
i
Batson field is on the hinge line of a regional east-west-
trending monocline resulting from the transition from
essentially horizontal strata of the northern Arkansas
structural platform to the southward -dipping strata of the
Arkom4 basin* Open fractures are believed to develop where
tensional, joints form at places of maximum curvature (hinge
line) of the beds (Gorham et al., 1979)_. Figure 17 does not
indicate a prominent east-west-trending linear pattern.
However, if the fracture-development: hypothesis is correct
anO such an east-west-trending pattern is present in the	 ~
E
subsurface rocks, the prominent north to northeasterly linear
p
pattern defined from Figure 17 would be superimposed upon it.
The somewhat orthogonal nature t^k: such  pattern appears to
be supported by field work, as a general north-south and
86i^
east-west.. pattern of surface joint data has been iecoLdod
(Figure 4).
As discussed in Section IV the cast-west.-trending non-
systematic surface joints are probably not charactoristicall.y
indicative of tensional stress conditions; however, beca.uso
of the structural position of the Batson field, a:el.ativel,y
tight fractures may have been changed to open fractures.
The structural position of the Batson field on a regional
monocl.ine, coincident with a -local structural high with
3.nca:e asod Linear density, provides empirical support for as
interrelationship between remote sensor-dorived linears
and fracture production. The Rock Croek field, although on
a local structural li, gqh, is off: the hinge line of the
monoclino i.n an area of low linear density, and has minimal
evidence of fracture production. These findings have direct:
application to `'exploration and dovelopmont of the Boone
Formation in the northern Arkoma basin. More important,
the findings agree with those of Gorham et al. (1979) that
exploration efforts for traps with fractured reservoirs should
focus on areas of maximum curvature of 'folds, especially
monocl,ines
i
VII. GBOPRYSIGIIL STUD IBS
A.	 Gravity and Magnetic Surveys.
Gravity and magnetic surveys'-were completed along the
southern extension of three prominent northeast- trend ing
lineaments (Drakes Creak, Ponca and L'urton) which appear to
87
4
transect several structural. domains ( Fig. 21)	 These
'
	
	 lineaments appear to extend from the northern ]Arkansas struc -
tural platform southward into the Arkansas part of the Arkoma
basin. Norte of the Arkoma ba o.,^n parts of these lineaments
have ben.l mapped as normal faults that are downthrown on the
southeast. Although there is no identifiable surface evidence
a
of faulting for these lineaments in the Arkoma basin goophys3.
cal studies were condu;ted in an attempt to establish them:
southward extension into the gas-bearing strata of the Arkoma
basin.
1. Location and Data Collection
Survey patterns were established in two separate, areas
a
(Areas I and 11, Fig. 21) for collecting gravity and magnetic
data. Gravity data were obtained with a Worden gravimeter
and standard error corrections were applied ,before values
r	 '
were plotted on base maps. Magnetic data were obtained with
a Varian proton procession magnetometer. Short-term variations
in the earth's magnetic field were established approximately
every two hours to increase the accuracy of readings at
individual stations	 In addition to r,^)ntouring data, gravity
and magnetic maps were evaluated with the aid of a Fortran
x
	
	 IV-Henderson-2 program (Henderson, 1960). This program
generates both first and second derivative maps and upward
'	 and downward continuation maps.
i
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2. Data Analysis
	
'	 In the northern Part of Area I, a small gravity trough
with a maximum magnitude of 3 mgals was delineated more or
less on trend with the Drakes Creek lineament. Associated
with this feature is a fairly uniform decrease in magnetic
intensity, sloping to the southeast. It is possibly
indicative of displacement of basement downward on the
southeast along the Drakes Creek lineament. In the southern
central part of Area I is a roughly circular magnetic anomaly
of at least 100 gammas magnitude (circle in Area 1, Fig. 23.)'.
This anomaly is adjacent to the possible southwest extension
of the Drakes Creek lineament. Modeling led to the
conclusion that the source of this anomaly is either an
erosional remnant or possibly a rhyo ,lit arc extrusive pile on
i
basement (Watkins, 1978; Schumacher, 1979)
Magnetic profile data across the southwestern extension
of the Ponca lineament in Area II are somewhat similar to
profile data obtained- by Smith (1977) along the Ponca 3
lineament's northeasternmost extension (Area III, Fig. 21)
Smith (,1977) noted that the Ponca lineament (Area III)
coincides with the linear arrangement of lead-zinc mines in
the Ponca-Boxley district. On the basis of gravity and
	
j	 1
-magnetic data analysis, Smith suggested that the northern
part of the Ponca lineament is probably a first-order fracture -
and/or shear zone that penetrates both Paleozoic and
Precambrian rock., By inference, then, the Ponca lineament may
^•	 9 0
provide a continuous shear zone from Area III through
Area 11.
A large, nearly circular magnetic high is centered
about 1.6 km north of Clarksville Arkansas, intersecting
the trend of the Lin ton lineament (circle in Area 11, F'ig
21). This anomaly covers nearly three townships and has a
magnitude of approximately 450 gammas above th regional
field (McBride, 1980). Preliminary modeling suggests that
an intrusive body with relatively high magnetic susceptibility
is present in the Precambrian basement. Because of the
masking effect of this large anomaly, the subsurface extent
or presence of the southwestern extension of the Lurton'
lineament cannot be determined.
	 3
B. Results
f
	
	 Gravity and magnetic data analysis provides evidence to
support the southwestward continuation of the Drakes Creek
lineament into. the gas-bearing strata of the nrkoma basin
(Urea 1) . The extension of the Ponca lineament (Area 11)
may coincide with inferred magnetic gradients related to
basement shear zones, but similar evidence is lacking to
support the presence of the Lurton lineament. it should be
noted, however, that parallelism between northeast-southwest-
trending lineaments and magnetic gradient anomalies. has
been reported in the next physiographic province on the cast:,
the northern Mxss srsippi embayment (O'Leary and Simpson,
1977). in addition, recent analysis of gravity and
91
Iaeromagnetic data from''the northern part of the Mississippi
embayment suggests that basement tectonics are largely
responsible for the close association between geophysical
anomalies and intrusions of basic and ultrabasic rocks
03araile et al., 1979 Hendricks, 1979; l ildenbrand at al.
X979).
The relationship between lineament extension, gas
production, and reservoir characteristics is not apparent.
There is no correlation between gas products on and proximity
to the three lineaments extended into the nrkoma basin.
VIII. SEASAT IM1URY
Seasat swath Rev 795 provided a 100-km rwath of SAR-
imagery across southern and western Arkansas. Unfortunately,
the digitally processed SAR covers only the northwesternmost
corner of the test site area. No comparison with Linear
data sets could be accomplished.
	
s
R
IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Surface joints in the Arkoma basin consist of two
orlltogonally oriented set's. One set (systema tic) , trending
N10°W, consists of straight, planar, through-doing joints.
k, Plumose structures onmany of these • joints suggest a tensional
origin. The other sot of joints (non-systematic) has an
average orientation of N86 1 E and consists of short and often
curved joints which cut the rock between the systematic joints.
Along the northern flank of the Arkoma basin, where gas
_91
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production appears to be front a fractured reservoir, the
u	
north-south- trending joint set is somewhat coincident with
a prominent north-south linear trend. in general., the
influence of surface jointing on linears throughout. the
Arkoma basin is not obvious.
Of Landsat bands, band 7 detects the greatest number of
topographic linears. However, the variation among the
three operators is least with band G. The winter Landsat
scene consistently provides for the dwtection of more linears
than the .summer Landsat scene because of the lower solar
elevation during the winter. The uniform distribution stretch
enables interpreters to detect more linears than the Gaussian
stretch. The Gaussian stretch enhancement, decreases contrast
in the middle-gray ranee, 'thereby suppressing linear
expression. In summary, the best Landsat combination is the
winter scene, band 7, uniform dis`^ribution stretch.
d
Of the SAR data products, the VH SAR radar mosaic
provided for detection of the most linears; however, none
of the SAR enhancement:- products is significantly better than
the others. Two of three operators detected fewer linears
from the radar/Landsat merge than from the Landsat data set
alone;  however, because of operator variability, the results
are inconclusive. _ A black and;-white band 7 winter Landsat
scene merged with radar mosaic (VH), havinq a look-direction
orthogonal to the Landsat solar azimuth, is suggested as a
complementary image merge. Both of these data sets alone
allowed for the detection of most linears.
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Radar look-direction and Landsat solar azimuth A'Alumin-
ation direction tend to supprens topographic linears more
parallel with illumination direction and to accentuate those
having a more perpendicular relationship.
The operator variability studies determined that
generally the frequency, average length, and coincidence of
linears differ greatly among operatorso although major linear
orientation trends show some degree of similarity. This
observation has also been made by Podwysocki (1975) and
Siegal (1977). In general $ linear analyses tend to be
,subjective and highly variable. u'ven when the operator
variables are minimized, variations between remote sensor
data sets may produce significant differences in interpre-
tations. No single technique of interpretation or single
type of imagery seems to be universally best for minimizing
operator variability. liowever, maps derived from linear
density analysis tend to be somewhat less influenced by
operator variability. Generally,, conservative linc-)r "mapper-91,
tend to infer fewer linears per unit area, but relative
concentrations are sometimes agreed upon among operators.
Gravity and magnetic data analysis provides evidence to
support the southward continuation of two of three major
lineaments into the gas-bearing strata of the Arkoma basin.
The relationship between lineament extension, gas production,
and reservoir characteristics is not apparent. No correlation
is found between gas production and proximity to the three
lineaments extended into the Arkoma basin.
94
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The southern region of the Arkansas Arkoma basin proper
is characteri4ed by high well density but few linears.
Little relationship is discernible between surface structure
and gas production, and no correlation is ,found betwooin gas
productivity and linear proximity or linear density as
determined from remote sensor data. 5tratigraphic gas
entrapment is most probably related to depositional environ-
ment, and is the main factor influencing porosity and
permeability in the predominantly sandstone reservoirs.
In the northern Arkoma basin a positive correlation
is found between the number of l.inears in a given area and
production from cherty carbonate strata. Most such production
is from the Boone rormation. The high chest content of the
Boone Formation makes it particularly susceptible to fracturing
and the development of fracture permeability. No correlation
is evident between linear density and any of the other
gas-bearing units. These other gas-? gearing units are
predominantly sandstone, and are somewhat similar lithologically
to the sandstone reservoirs in the southern Arkoma basin.
Linear density analysis should not be the single basis
for ,petroleum exploration on the northern flank of the Arkoma
basin. Regional and local structural position and surface
u
joint: orientation are equally important data sets to be
evaluated in an exploration program. klowever, the probability
of economic savings in the exploration for fractured reservoirs'
(similar to the Boone Formation) in other parts of the world
95
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can be considerable if linear density maps derived from
radar/Landsat merges, are used to target prospects for
N
farther geological and geophysicol, in,v l sti,ga ;ions.
i
X. RCCOMMSNDATIONS
The following recomnicndations are based. on the experience i
gained in the performance of this contract.	 u
1. Simultaneous ntultifregQency-multipolarizati.on radar
t
imagery should be obtained in an area where lineaxs are
numerous, but where operator variability can be held to a
minimum. The test site should be flown in such a fashion
.to provide tour orthogonal look-directions, and a't least
three contrasting depression angles (20 0 , 45 0 , 70 0 ). This
data set would provtj-, , k* ufficient imagery to Allow quantitative
analysis
2. individual interpretations of identical linagery are
a
highly variable and tend t 'o be subjective. The applicability
of using machine 16rocessinq needs to be determined.
3. The optirk,pm Landsat data set (winter scene band-7)
and L-band SAR ima,^ery should be merged and evaluated with
respect to the radar/Landsat combinations reported on in
this study.
4. Space Shuttle radar imagery (with a look-direction
different from Landsat solar azimuth preferablyp orthogonal.)
should be viewed in a complementary role for topographic
linear analysis where Landsat ,imagery is avail6ble. 	 [
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S. Linear density rather than linear proximity should
be emphasized in the search for fractured reservoirs,
r
however, linear analysis should be used in concert with
other geolog .^^ and geophysical information
}
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